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I’m so excited you’re here because it shows that you’re an action-taker!

When something peaks your interest, you dive deeper into exploring it, you
commit to it and you plan to find out how to make it work for you.

Someone introduced you to this thing called a “virtual assistant”, and it sent you
down a rabbit whole! Your entrepeneurial sense are tingling… and you’re thinking
“Well this sounds like something I could do!”

Before you go any further, this guide is NOT going to tell you how to become an
overnight success as a virtual assistant.

It’s not going to give you every answer to every question you have and it’s not a
guarantee that you’re going to make 6 figures tomorrow. If that’s the vibe you’re
looking for, I suggest you don’t read any further…

HOWEVER, if you’ve been thinking about starting your own VA business AND
you’re confident that although you may not know everything, you’re ready to
commit to start learning - the good news is, that’s exactly what this guide will
help you do.  

Honestly, you can’t find this stuff on Google!

After being in the digital marketing and sales industry for over 4+ years, and
having seen the VA space evolve before it was even “trending”, I’m excited to
help you explore why THIS is the year to start your VA business and HOW to
start making moves as early as today. 

With that, let’s dive in!! 

Thank you for downloading this guide!

Vadrine Boullé
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Disclaimer

Before we dive into the juicy stuff - some admin is needed.
 

This guide is for your personal and business use only.
 

This resource may not be resold or given away to other people. If you would like
to share this resource with another person, please order an additional copy for

each recipient. Thank you for respecting my hard work and intellectual property.  

Vadrine Boullé
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Wait… What Is A Virtual Assistant? 
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Admin work: entering data, managing calendars, email management &
digital paperwork like onboarding, as well as managing the day to day to do
list of clients.
Graphic design: creating promotional materials for social media, developing
presentations, implementing branding on a basic level. 
Marketing & sales: performing market research, social media management,
copywriting, trend analysis and more!

A virtual assistant is, as the name suggests, an assistant who works virtually! It
really is as simple as that. 

Outsourcing is a long-standing concept in the traditional space, and Virtual
Assistants have added a new spin on the idea.

Today, if there are tasks that a business owner has (whether they have a
physical location or are based entirely online), that they don’t have time for or
don’t have the skills to do, they can outsource these tasks to someone and this
person can be based anywhere in the world. 

Different business owners will need support with different things depending on
their industry, business model and goals. Generally, most virtual assistants have
a set of skills that caters to a wide range of tasks, but each individual VA will
have a prefered area of expertise and interest.  

Here are some typical tasks a virtual assistant can help with:

While those are just a few, the opportunities are endless in the world of virtual
assisting.

The beautiful part about it all is that you can adapt your current skillset and
find an area of work that interests you and that is in line with your experience to
kick off your business journey.



Why Start Now?
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There‘s no time like the present to start virtual assisting!

In the past two years, companies of all sizes (solopreneur to mid-size
corporations) have shifted to the digital world and are leveraging the
opportunity of remote experts like virtual assistants, social media managers,
copywriters, designers and more!

If you’ve been considering starting your own business and your skillset matches
that of a virtual assistant profile… Let’s look at three stellar reasons why NOW is
the perfect time to jump into it. 

1. The market is NOT saturated

Over the last few years, virtual assisting has only become more and more
popular. However, there is still a substantial amount of space for you to have
great success.

So long as there are business owners, there will be a need for virtual assistants.
Even virtual assistants will eventually need need virtual assistants! 

Much of the mainstream community still has no idea of what a Virtual Assistant
is, which tells us that we’re still very early in the game and there is room for you
to continue to grow the space.

So, hop on the rocket while we’re still in it’s very early days! 

Additionally, the online world is constantly shifting - so as new virtual assistants
enter the space, others specialise into more niche services, and others use the
spring board of their time as a VA, to enter different industries and expand their
businesses into different interests. It’s a truly wonderful space to be in right now.
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2. More and more businesses are coming online

2020 was the year that took many businesses online.

Now that two years have gone by, we have seen many businesses stay remote or
take a hybrid approach to their work.

According to Upwork, it is estimated that 22% of the workforce will work
remotely by 2025.

What does this mean for you and the world of virtual assisting? More online
roles are constantly being created and the job market is growing. And at this
rate, your opportunities for work are continuing to expand outside of the
geographical locations you once thought you were confined in.

People are innovating business models that haven’t existed before especially in
the creative and virtual space. 

The world has become your career playground, with the online space making it
possible to work with businesses all over the world, in literally any industry.  

Why Start Now?



Why Start Now?
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3. Virtual Assisting could be a springboard for your virtual career 

Most people who start of as virtual assistants, generally use it as a springboard
with which to become an expert in another area of virtual business after 2-4
years.

Why? Because virtual assisting provides an incredible opportunity to use the
skills you enjoy (ie, doing what you love when it comes to work) AND getting
experience with industries that you’re passionate about. This provides a journey
of discovery unlike any other that we know of in the world of careers. 

From there, you get to uncover things about yourself you never would have
thought possible in a 9-5 space, and then, the sky’s the limit, with the virtual 
 businesss world providing a never before seen, uncapped earning potential. 



50 Things To Consider To Get The Ball Rolling 
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To help you get the ball rolling, we’ve compliled the top 50 questions that you
need to be considering at this moment in time.

We encourage you to sit in a quiet, undisturbed space and actually write out
these ideas on paper to stimulate the flow of creativity and take your thoughts
from your head, into reality, where you’ll better be able to see and assess where
you are right now vs where you want to go.

1. What skills do you have that people find valuable?

2. What technical experience do you have that would be beneficial to a business?

3. What natural personality traits make you good at the things you enjoy doing?

4. What parts of your current job do you enjoy doing (if any) that you could do

for someone else while working remotely?

5. What skills have you always wanted to learn that you believe you could do for

other people?

6. Who do you want to work with online?

7. What types of businesses have you seen online that sound the most fun to you

based on your passions and interests?

8. What types of businesses do you know of offline that sound fun to you based

on your passions and interest? 

9. Would you want to work with businesses in your local area or would you be

interested in an international clientele? 

10. What are your values when it comes to business? What matters to you about

how other people run their business?



50 Things To Consider To Get The Ball Rolling 
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11. What values would you uphold in your own business?

12. How much money do you want your online business to make?

13. Do you want this to eventually be your full time job or do you just want to

make some extra income part time? 

14. How soon would you want to leave your 9-5 to go full time with your business?

15. What personal things do you have to consider before going full time? 

16. How would you like to charge for your services?

17. How much do you know about online marketing?

18. Which social media platforms would you use for your business?

19. What online platforms do you have experience with from your current or past

jobs that you could adapt to your work as a VA?

20. How much do you know about sales in the offline space?

21. How much of that information is adaptable to the online space?

22. Have you begun to just observe other virtual assistants and see what others

are doing in the space?

23. What would you name your business?

24. How much do you know about taxes and accounting?

25. How much do you know about branding?

26. How much are you prepared to invest upfront into starting up your business?

27. How familiar are you with managing your own time?

28. How many hours would you ideally like to work in your own business? 

29. How capable are you at keeping yourself motivated?

30. What platforms are you already on that you might already have potential

clients on? 
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31. What is your current network and friends like and do you already have people

you know who could need your services?

32. How confident are you at networking and talking to people?

33. How comfortable are you at taking photos and being in front of the camera?

34. How much do you know about copywriting?

35. How much do you know about visibility and exposure?

36. Do you have anyone in your current circle who is doing similar to you? 

36. What does a day in your life look like if you build the business of your

dreams?

37. What mental health challenges are you aware that you have?

38. How might these come up as you embark on an entrepreneurial journey?

39. What steps are you taking to make sure you’re working on these challenges?

40. What type of support system do you have to encourage you forward?

41. Have you joined any Facebook groups to build community?

42. How will you shift things round in your life to make time to grow your

business?

43. What is you 3-5 month goal?

44. What is your 12 month goal, ie Where do you want to be in 1 year’s time? 

45. Why should someone want to work with you and pay you money? Ie. What is

your unique value proposition?

46. What story do you have that you want to share with the world?

47. What inspires you about being your own boss?

48. Who are your biggest role models in the entrepreneurial world? 

49. What ideas do you have for how you want to help people?

50. Why do you want your business to exist? 

50 Things To Consider To Get The Ball Rolling 



Now Go Get ‘Em! 

Congratulations! You’re now on your way to asking yourself the important
questions. DO NOT let this list overwhelm you - REMEMBER that everyone has
to start somewhere. 

Write out your answers to these questions and allow yourself to see what you
know and what you don’t know. And it’s from here that you’ll have clarity to go
out and look further into the things that you don’t know and learn them. 

It’s not a race and the only person you’re competing against is yourself.

Give yourself plenty of grace, be kind to yourself and make your dream come
true. 

Vadrine Boullé
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Thanks again for grabbing this resource! I’d love to hear how this guide  is
supporting you map out your game plan for your virtual assisting business. 

For more helpful resources around growing your virtual assisting or online service
provision business, be sure to follow me on Instagram: @vanilla_vadz.  

Stay Healthy & Grow Wealthy, 

Let’s Connect on Socials

https://www.instagram.com/vanilla_vadz/
https://pin.it/1j3ieFu

